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Introduction

Education through active methodologies has, as one of its proposals, to cause changes that contribute to the students’ growth, suggesting an active participation of the subjects in the process of knowledge, through assessment and real problem solving\(^{(1)}\).

In this context, the traditional teaching model is gradually being replaced by new pedagogical trends, to meet the growing and demanding world of work. A critical and reflective professional is sought, able to transform the social reality of their daily lives, thus reducing the injustices and inequalities\(^{(2)}\).

The Problem-Based Learning is a didactic strategy where the student has an active role in education, through the discussion of real problems, looking for solutions to improve the knowledge, help in solving them, and stimulate critical thinking. Studies about the Problem-Based Learning demonstrate that its application generates improved content knowledge, in the development of education and self-directed learning\(^{(3)}\).

The strategy of Problem-Based Learning has been used for various education institutions, especially in Health area courses. The University of Maastricht in the Netherlands was emphasized; Harvard and Cornell, in the United States; in Brazil, the Faculty of Medicine of Marília, the Londrina State University and São Francisco University, which successfully adopted the method\(^{(4)}\).

The teaching, independently the used strategy, results in the evaluation process, which varies with the used method. Tests and examinations are usually adopted for the traditional teaching, which values the ability of the student remembering what was taught and assimilated\(^{(5)}\).

In the strategy of Problem-Based Learning, the real problems, also denominated as paper problems, are used as a reference to promoting learning, and should include issues that address the development of professional competence and encourage basic and clinical integration and biological, psychological and social aspects\(^{(6)}\). The problems are formulated by a team of qualified teachers and taken to the group for the purpose of discussion.

One of the evaluations used for Problem-Based Learning is the Cognitive Assessment Exercise. It is an assessment tool of the individual ability of students to provide answers to the questions, according to the degree of complexity and autonomy of each series, taking the student to a significant learning\(^{(6,7)}\). In front of this, the need to conduct a study was observed, looking for evaluations analyze in different teaching methods.

Considering the importance of evaluations for the knowledge of educational strategies used in Nursing teaching, this study aimed to compare the incomes of student evaluations submitted to the Problem-Based Learning method and Traditional.

Methods

This is an experimental study that had as intervention, the method Problem-Based Learning application in the theoretical contents of the subject “Clinical Practice in High Complexity”, of the Nursing degree course at the State University of Northern Parana, in the year 2012.

The research was presented at the beginning of the semester for all undergraduate students (n=30) enrolled in the course, and 16 students were volunteered to participate in the study. The volunteers were divided into two groups: half were submitted to Problem-Based Learning and a half to the traditional method. The division of the groups was by a lot. The selected assigned to the first group participated in tutoring sessions in the classroom intended for Problem-Based Learning, and then designated as Experimental Group. The second group remained in
the classroom where the discipline was held, being called Control Group.

Both groups participated in the two evaluations of the applied methods: Cognitive Assessment Exercises and Traditional Assessment, to compare the performance of students learning from the used methods.

The intervention began in the previous six months of the application of the method, where the teacher-researcher conducted the training for tutoring from February to July 2012. After, the teacher-researcher transformed the subjects of Teaching Plan on paper issues, validated subsequently by other teachers of the discipline, to ensure the validity and reliability of the study.

Previously to the application of the method, meetings were held with the team that carried out the construction of the evaluation of cognitive assessment exercise in the Health Faculty of Marília, an institution that uses Based-Learning method and cognitive assessment Exercise since 1997, with the order to discuss the construction of the evaluation in the implementation of this study.

At the first school day, when there was the presentation of the schedule, the 16 participating students signed the Consent and Informed Form. At the first week, a presentation of Problem-Based Learning for students was held, to explain the method and its steps, teaching plan, schedule of tutoring sessions and assessments that would be carried out during the semester.

The tutoring sessions were performed by a discipline teacher and consisted of the discussion of an issue that takes place in two phases. At the first, the problem is presented, and the students formulate learning objectives from the discussion, and at the second one, after the individual study performed out of the tutorial group, students re-discuss the problem.

The Problem-Based Learning was developed with eight students in another environment, different from the location where the control group and the other students remained, and was implemented according to the guiding principles of the methodology, over 24 classes that took place throughout the semester, containing six paper problems that reached the entire teaching plan.

The tutoring sessions performed for the experimental group happens concurrently with the traditional classes held for the other control group and students, with the same length of the traditional classes, with two weekly meetings of two hours each. Each theme comprised the opening of the issue on Tuesday, discussion on Thursday, and next Tuesday and Thursday when there was not only discussion but also the closure. The prediction, therefore, were four tutoring sessions for the development of each problem, allowing exploration of the themes proposed in programming (“Educational Plan”) of that discipline.

The tutorial sessions were organized in twelve steps, shown in Figure 1.

The essential components of the discipline were not changed and assured to both students groups to the full presentation of the discipline teaching plan; including being subjected to the same evaluation criteria for other not participating students.

Data collection consisted of two evaluations of cognitive assessment exercise and two traditional assessments for each group, to evaluate the cognitive part, according to the progress schedule.

The evaluations of the conventional method were elaborated by the teachers of the studied discipline, who were already qualified for the construction of the same because they were teachers of the discipline and experience in practice its preparation. The evaluations of the cognitive assessment Exercise were prepared by the teacher who applied the Problem-Based Learning.

Both evaluations, for the two groups, were applied in the middle and end of the intervention and
Traditional education, with grades ranging from zero through ten. The grades achieved by the participants were compared according to exploratory analysis and nonparametric statistics, compared to the median, aiming to analyze the performance of experimental and control groups, as the difference between them.

The survey data were organized in tables. To compare the scores obtained by using two evaluation systems within a group and between the based learning problems and Traditional groups, using the Mann-Whitney test. Microsoft Excel programs and R 2.15.3 software were used, considering a significance level of 5%.

The evaluations were corrected without the researcher corrector knew who was the student, or the method which the student was being submitted.

The study complied with the formal requirements contained in the national and international standards of regulatory research involving human subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Steps for problem-based learning implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>To explain the given problem, exploring it and reflecting on the existing possibility of any questions that may be made about the description of the problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Summary of the data provided by the problem, specifying: What is the problem? What is the problem issue?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Identification of areas/important points about the problem by defining the relevant areas of knowledge from the three perspectives: biological, psychological and population, and considering the learning objectives for each educational unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Identification of current knowledge about the problem, through the search for relevant knowledge forward to the proposed learning objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Development of hypotheses from the explanation of the data presented in the problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Identification of additional knowledge required to improve the understanding of the problem, based on the needs of individual and/or group learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Identification of appropriate learning resources, among other matters: books, newspapers (magazines); local databases (Medline, Lilacs) or remote (Internet, Bireme); interactive multimedia programs; interviews with teachers, professionals or users; videos; slides; laboratories; health and community services; i.e. (in other words), which are the sources of most appropriate resources to exploitation of this issue?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Search for new knowledge, using appropriate learning resources; which implies expanding the search horizons beyond institutional boundaries (other libraries, other collections, other locations that may be used in the active process of teaching and learning).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Summary of previous and new knowledge about the problem; that is, based on solid scientific evidence: how can the be explained problem now?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Repeating some or all of the above steps, if necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Recognition of what has been identified as a learning need, but that was not adequately exploited to further incursions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Summary of knowledge earned and, if possible, to test the understanding of the knowledge acquired during their application in another situation or problem.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1** - Steps for problem-based learning implementation
Results

The study included 16 students who were divided into two groups. Eight participated in the intervention of Problem-Based Learning (experimental group), and others attended the course with the traditional method (control group). The age of the experimental group ranged from 19 to 21 years old, six female and two male. In the control group, the age was observed between 19 and 35 years old, seven females and one male.

Table 1 and 2 shows a comparison of the performance of evaluations (cognitive and traditional evaluation exercise in experimental and control groups).

Table 1 - Performance comparison between the Experimental and Control groups in evaluations of cognitive assessments Exercise

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>1st Evaluation</th>
<th>2nd Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Grades variation: from zero to ten; SD: standard deviation

Table 2 - Yield comparison between Experimental and Control groups in the 1st and 2nd Traditional assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>1st Evaluation</th>
<th>2nd Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive assessment exercise</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Variação das notas: zero à dez. DP: desvio padrão

The application of the results of the first assessments, Traditional and cognitive assessment Exercise, in the Experimental group, showed that the median values of the grades to these assessments presented statistically significant differences (Table 3).

For the second evaluation, there was no significant difference between the median of the 2nd evaluation of cognitive assessment exercise and the 2nd Traditional assessment, both for the experimental group as for the control group (Table 4).

It is noted that the cognitive assessment exercise evaluation, have higher grades than the traditional evaluation in the experimental group. However, this difference was not observed in the control group, i.e., both evaluations obtained "similar" behavior values in evaluations (cognitive and traditional evaluation exercise) experimental and control intra-groups.
this first evaluation. As for the 2nd evaluation, grades behavior is randomly related to the groups.

Discussion

Learning active methods have been identified as effective tools for the teaching process. The Problem-Based Learning is shown as a teaching strategy in which the student has an active role in learning, seeking solutions to improve the knowledge and critical thinking\(^{(3)}\). This research showed the yield of traditional evaluations and exercise of cognitive assessment of students who underwent the intervention of Problem-Based Learning and students of Traditional method, in a discipline of the undergraduate degree in Nursing, to improve the implementation of the method.

The small sample size and the lack of time for research are emphasized as the main limitations because the discipline was held concurrent with the other semester. It is important to emphasize, although there are multiple types of assessments as modular, progressive, skills and informal and can be used to evaluate teaching methods. However, the use of evaluation grades of an active methodology can lead students to rethink their responses, which become the source of reflection and learning, to recognize their progress and difficulties in the teaching-learning process, and rebuilding knowledge every day.

Another limitation was the lack of local and suitable furniture for performing the method, such as computers, multimedia kit, Data show, internet access, round table, blackboard, the difficulty in finding references in the library, which has relatively small amount of sources for research, and curricular structure that keeps many disciplines, factors that hindered the intervention study.

The application of Problem-Based Learning method requires an extensive library with books in sufficient numbers\(^{(9)}\). In the active methodology, a library with updated collection is needed, that seeks to develop skills and human interaction\(^{(10)}\), so adaptations were necessary for the application of the method about the literature sources as book loans from teachers to students.

It is important to note that students in the experimental group were used to a passive learning, linked to the traditional method, and difficulties arose from the proposed learning strategy. By appropriating the dynamic proposal, they ceased to be passive recipients and began to look for the best way of learning because, in the traditional method, the student is inhibited to participate together with others because the demonstration is not required, so the student can accommodate and let the time pass.

Despite the mentioned limiting factors, the Problem-Based Learning method was relevant in the context of education of universities, to encourage students to actively participate in their learning. Research conducted in São Paulo showed that students evaluated the Problem-Based Learning positively, and preferred this to conventional methods\(^{(11)}\).

For any teaching method, it is necessary to evaluate the student's learning, once to identify the level of knowledge; one can modify the teaching methodology. The act of evaluating helps the teacher to identify whether the goals are being met, given the intervention of the teacher to improve the results. And for the teacher can act focused on best strategies, it is necessary to develop the student as a being in motion, training, and act coherently from this conception\(^{(12)}\).

The evaluations have different characteristics, and in the Traditional method, the evaluation function is to know how much knowledge the student has accumulated. On the other hand, the Cognitive Assessment Exercise provides greater student participation in the evaluation process through cases of lived practice. The issues analyzed in the evaluations of cognitive assessment Exercise of the Problem-Based Learning group, possessed the focus to investigate whether the knowledge of students reached the goal expected by discipline, to contemplate the teaching plan proposed by the discipline.
Concerning the results of this study, there was no statistical difference between the groups for the evaluation of Problem-Based Learning and Traditional methods. Study of educational strategy application about Nursing Diagnoses grounded on the Problem-Based Learning, conducted with 30 students at a public university, divided into control and experimental group, compared the average grades of students, finding no statistically significant difference between the experimental and control group\(^{(13)}\).

A survey conducted by pre-test and post-test with experimental and control groups, demonstrated the contribution of Problem-Based Learning in the clinical reasoning of students, through data analysis, the students in the experimental group identified a higher number of nursing diagnoses and related factors, improvement in data grouping ability and judgment of diagnoses\(^{(13)}\).

In this study, the experimental group had higher yield in all evaluations, Cognitive Assessment Exercise and Traditional, compared with the control group. This fact can be explained by the stimulus and motivation that the practice of Traditional of differentiated education provides. The use of Problem-Based Learning makes the student seek knowledge and therefore, has a greater dedication to study objects. The student assumes an active role in their learning, where the real-life problems are discussed, seeking to solve them and encouraging critical thinking\(^{(3)}\).

In the mentioned method, the learning process is based on everyday problems, directing the studies to generate questions that will be discussed and resolved by the group, expanding their experiences\(^{(14)}\).

Considering only the students in the experimental group, it was observed a better performance in the first evaluation of the Cognitive Assessment Exercise about traditional evaluation. On the other hand, in the second time, the group got better grades in the traditional evaluation. This frame was concurrently observed in the control group.

The best yield of Cognitive Assessment Exercise at first, for both groups, can be explained by the motivation of a new applied evaluation method, and also being the beginning of the school year. With the passage of time, may have been reducing the time dedicated to the innovative method and the accumulation of disciplines with the traditional method that went along with the discipline which was applied to Problem-Based Learning may have contributed to the reduction in the use of cognitive assessment Exercise.

The best performance in the second Traditional evaluation, in both groups, refers to the fact that this practice is part of their daily lives, since the beginning of school life. Thus, the evaluation habit built over time may have influenced the final result. However, the traditional teaching has obstacles to the practice of completeness, necessary for Nursing learning and new pedagogical practices become effective for the critical work of the students in their training\(^{(15)}\).

**Conclusion**

The results of this research, obtained through the evaluations of the Problem-Based Learning and Traditional method, showed that the yield of the first strategy approach was effective, with better results in the Nursing course discipline.

There was a statistically of no difference between the groups in the Cognitive Assessment Exercise and Traditional evaluations, however, when analyzing the grades within the groups, in the 1\(^{st}\) evaluation of the experimental group was verified a significant difference between the Cognitive Assessment Exercise and Traditional evaluation, and this first compared to the students groups, obtained higher yields in the first type of assessment.

This application experience of a new educational strategy in the Nursing graduate course can contribute to the improvement of the teaching-learning process, indicating to the educational institution, teachers and students, that can occur a transformation in education.

However, to achieve this, we must rely on the
proposed objectives and join forces because only with the cooperation and effort of all it would be possible to improve education in Nursing courses and assist in the formation of critical and reflective professionals who seek the transformation of social reality and effective action on the health needs of the population.

We suggest further research with larger numbers of participants to the traditional reviews and Cognitive Assessment Exercise, and other types of assessments to analyze the methods.
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